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MISCELLANEOUSNOTESON LAND MOLLUSCA

By Ron. C Kr.RSTfAW*

.Notes ftn fne mating habits of Limax gagatcs Praparnaud, Hrh-
coriou atv'ieri Fenis.sac. and Cystapelta peiterdi Tate are included

with ;i discussion of the habitat ot Cystopzlta peiterdi and Pasma-
ditta jUUfjennanniae Petterd. These observations have l>ccn made
in Ihe vicinity of the west arm of the Vumar River, north Tasmania.

UMAXCAGATESDraparnaml

The introduced black slug is altogether too common throughout
Tasmania. Jt is variable m size and colour so far as one has ob-

served to the present. A pair of slugs was observed in the early

morning, mating on the flat exposed surface of a piece of bark.

The slugs, having approached within a few inches of each other,

began circling so that each followed m the other's tracks. This

circling was persisted with for some time, at least live minutes,

until the mucous trail was of some thickness. At a moment when
the slugs were at opposite points of the perimeter rhey both turned

toward the centre and moved together whereupon mating took place

Some tune later they were observed lying about an inert apart, but

eventually the appatent condition of torpor was thrown off arid

both vanished from sight.

IIEUCAmON" CUVIERl Ferussac.

This species has been observed on numerous occasions in various

stages- of mating, as tt is especially common on the Tamar r Almost
invariably the larger individual pursues the smaller when there is

difference in size in the individuals concerned. The course followed

is very erratic, apjiarently having no rhyme or reason. The pursuer
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is frequently able to catch up, particularly if there U much difference

in sue, and on such occasions there is considerable interest manifest

m the mucous gland of the pursued Animal The pursued then will

increase sp*ed to move away temporarily. After an indefinite period

1 he erratic chase ceases and maLhijr takes place. As to how long

the process lasts one cannot say as there has always been insufficient

lilUe available to ascertain this point

i VSTOPELTAPETTERDt Tare.

During a period of considerably increased rainfall, the native

slugs became very plentiful in all sorts of situations. Two individuals

were observed climbing a tree to a point approximately live feet

from the ground Without any preliminary courtship, at least to this

point, mating took place. Cystapcltu pellet'di responds very notice-

ably to variation in rainfall, In periods of prolonged low rainfall it

hecomes very rare and difficult to find even in more or less marshy
situations With an increase in rainfall, however, numbers of indi-

viduals begin to appear within a relatively short period, and if the

rainfall is persistent and prolonged over many mouths slugs may
appear in places normally too dry tor them. These adventurous ones
are probably unable to find suitable places to enable survival as the

warm weather approaches, and soil moisture lowers. In Inw rain-

fall areas the species cannot lie said to be normally common or
gregarious, and usually not more than one individual is se«n at a
time except when mating. However, during considerable increases

in rainfall mentioned above, they become very common.
Cysiopelixi pettcrdi may be considered reasonably susceptible to

dryness, due to its lack of a shell. Hence an attempt was nude to

ascertain how much "dryness" it could withstand in order to obtain

a guide to its requirements lot survival. C. petterdi does survive

under a wide range of natural conditions, as it is found in wet forests.

in tea-tree swamps, and in normal sclerophyll forests, and even
when the rainfall is below 25 inches, The slugs observed were
collected in dry sclerophyll forest growing on sandy soils a few
miles from the mouth of the Tamar River. Individuals placed f(i

a match-box where moisture, hut not air, was excluded, shrivelled

and dried after three to four hours in several cases, although one
.survived almost twenty-tour hours Several individuals placed in

an airtight tin without moisture were found to have shrivelled and
dried within three hours. Incidentally, individual* for these tests

were obtained during a period of increased rainfall when they were
frequent.

A number of individuals of Ifrh'conon cuvieri were collected for

testing for comparative purposes. Those placed in a match-box
remained alive for seven days aftei which they rapidly began to

shrivel, But in a " airtight tin they survived for less than three days.

The greater survival ability of this species may be correlated with
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lhe fact that in nature its activity continues under much drier con-
ditions and ©vfer longer periods than any other native uiullusr

In the West Tamar area prior to 195.1 a very much below a\erage
ramfall brought virtual drought conditions for many months at a
time Cys(op<?!ta ffitffrili survived these conditions, and. a> noted

;ihuve
r re*[>onded readily to the subsequent increase in rainfall.

During the summer months a careful starch was made with a view

to ascertaining conditions which would enable survival. Ii was
found under rotting logs and bark in mar>hy areas, but this was not

considered as a useful guide in dry areas where Cy*/o/>W/'j- was
very definitely absent from such places It became obvious rhal

only positions where the presence of moisture was possible were
likely to yield results, and, furthermore, it would have lo be a

position where moisture could be relied on for several months at

a tune at least. There would have to he adequate shelter from the

Min, and drainage conditions would have to be favourable.

Eventually live individual was found in a position which met
these requirements sufficiently lo ensure survival at least during
the summer month?. This position was a shallow depression in

which masses erf leaves formed a mulch There was a high proportion

of shade present from trees and shrubs throughout the day, which,

coupled with slope and the nature of the sub-surface drainage, would
ensure moisture for h long period. The slug way found curled up
on the moist soil beneath the leaves, and appeared to be »n a torpid

condition, suggesting a state of aestivation Leaves on the surround-

ing surface outside the depression lav on dry soil. Although a search

was made of numerous apparently favourable positions only few
individuals were found despite the abundance uf them a few months
earlier

Survival,, then, *Cenis to depend on the mnllnsc heinjj in appro-

priate surroundings at the onset of dry weather, but now appro-
priate these surroundings were would depend on their efficiency

as moisture traps, and in the long run the period during which rain

was absent would tend ro he the deciding factor. Many Cysiopelta

must die every year through lack of moisture in areas with a dfy
summer climate ; hovvevcr, tinder the normal climatic cycle, a breed-

ing stock apparently survive* through even prolonged dryness. The
possibility thai eggs may survive long periods of drought may be

another factor but no information has been obtained in relation to

CyslopeHu It is of interest ro note (hat after prolonged dry periods,

the first rains brought out literally thousands of juveniles of the

inroduced snail HeliccUa ixipwta Montagu, but fortunately a lar.^e

proportion dwi not survive for long and a feared plague Ju the

garden did not eventuate.

Shelled molluscs undoubtedly possess a decided advantage in

being capable of retaining sufficient moisture within the shell for

prolonged aestivation. HcUtdrion cmdett, wdnch cannot witlnhaw
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into its shell entirely. is faced with a problem similar to that being
Cystopclta, Though it is somewhat modified Jiehcanon, as ha* been

rioted, is able to survive greater condition* of dryness than oihei

native specks Is this only due to the presence of the shell? By
comparison with other shelled molluscs this hardh* seems likely,

although it is not surprising that a srntM* however inadequate, would

he of some value. There is evidently some other factor involved,

PASMAQ7TTAJUNGERMANNIAEPeiterd.

A colony of this paralaomid species was found in a rotting log

situated in a shaded position in dense hush, and a lengthy search in

this area revealed only one other colony about a half a mile away,
Inside the log these tiiiy molluscs were active at all times of the

year, and with prolonged wet conditions some individuals were
found moving about under leave? several feet from the log. In the

Cataract Gor§e at Launeeston. thirty miles south of the above site,

VY F. Pctterd round this species in numbers crawling on moss-
covered -.tones. Rainfall and rainfall reliability are somewhar higher

at 1 .auncestou than at the mouth of the Tamar. and this may account

for the greater exposure tolerated as suggested by this example.
This species would seem normally to be gregarious and to live

in apparently somewhat isolated colonies, Examination of a number
of individuals suggests that the species is homogeneous. How did

the colony under notice reach their particular log? A search of

dozens of logs failed to reveal any more than those mentioned above.

It may be noted that only well-rotted logs are inhabited by
molluscs. During prolonged wet weather some Individuals do ven-

ture forth and these may perhaps furnish a link in the finding of

a new home when the old one is eventually destroyed. Thus, one
may imagine that r?tese adventurers may find another suitable log

in time and establish n new colony while the old one dies with its

habitat, or falls victim to birds scratching in the final debris. The
colony mentioned would appear to be a survival from days before

the laud LB the area was cleared for purposes of cultivation, a matter
of forty years. ft is not necessarily implied that this present iog

housed them then, but it seems unlikely that there have been many
available in the small area in winch they were found. In addition, it

seems unlikely that they may survive much longer as there is a
dearth of Iog5 in a Mutable state of decomposition, but it may not

be entirely out of the question as in this sheltered place there is

always a quantity of debris in which molluscs may shelter, provided

suitable fond is available. Drought, fire, isolation, and the activities

of man are becoming mighty forces m reducing the chances of sur-

vival of thfeffi tiny creatures in many places where once they were
perhaps secure.


